Date: ________________

ALTERNATE PROCEDURES FOR SAFE ENTRY

For Permit-Space with actual or potential hazardous atmosphere ONLY; and Continuous forced air ventilation alone is sufficient to maintain the permit-space safe for entry.

The following must occur to certify to an Alternate Procedure for Safe Entry.

☐ Protect against hazards when opening cover/opening;

☐ Provide guarding to opening once uncovered;

☐ Provide continuous ventilation;

☐ Perform Pre-entry atmospheric checks to verify safe entry;

☐ Periodically monitor the space for duration of the entry;

☐ Procedures will be followed if hazardous atmosphere detected and before re-entry;

☐ Make documentation/certification available to employees entering space and authorized representative.

Location: ________________________________________________________________

Work being performed: ____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Employees Name: ___________________________ Title: ____________ ____________

Supervisor: ___________________________________________________ ___________

I verify that all pre-entry checks were completed and this permit-space is safe for entry.

Authorized person signature: ______________________________________________